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China blames U.S. for ‘largest-scale
trade war’ as tariffs kick in
BEIJING/WASHINGTON (Reuters) - The United States and
China slapped tit-for-tat duties on $34 billion worth of each other’s imports on Friday, with Beijing accusing Washington of triggering the “largest-scale trade war” as the world’s two biggest
economies sharply escalated their conflict.
Hours before Washington’s deadline for the tariffs to take effect,
U.S. President Donald Trump upped the ante, warning that the
United States may ultimately target over $500 billion worth of
Chinese goods, or roughly the total amount of U.S. imports from
China last year.
China’s commerce ministry, in a statement shortly after the U.S.
deadline passed at 0401 GMT on Friday, said that it was forced
to retaliate, meaning imported U.S. goods including cars, soybeans, and lobsters also faced 25 percent tariffs.
China’s soymeal futures fell more than 2 percent on Friday afternoon before recovering most of those losses, amid initial market
confusion over whether Beijing had actually implemented the
tariffs, which it later confirmed it had.
Tariffs on U.S.-made models to force BMW price hikes in China
Tariffs on U.S.-made models to force BMW price hikes in China
“We can probably say that the trade war has officially started,”
said Chen Feixiang, professor of applied economics at Shanghai
Jiaotong University’s Antai Colege of Economics and Management.
“If this ends at $34 billion, it will have a marginal effect on both
economies, but if it escalates to $500 billion like Trump said
then it’s going to have a big impact for both countries.”
Friday’s long-expected tariff volley fueled fear that a prolonged
and escalating battle would deal a blow to global trade, investment and growth, while also damaging U.S. farmers who stand
to lose revenues and potentially driving up food prices in China.
“Trade war is never a solution,” Chinese Premier Li Keqiang
said at a news briefing with Bulgarian Prime Minister Boyko
Borissov in Sofia before a summit with 16 central and eastern
European countries.
“China would never start a trade war but if any party resorts to
an increase of tariffs then China will take measures in response
to protect development interests.”
In the run-up to Friday, there was no sign of
renewed negotiations between U.S. and Chinese officials, business sources in
Washington and Beijing said.
“Our baseline forecast assumes only a modest further escalation
in the trade ‘war’ this summer,” Bank of America Merrill Lynch
said in a Friday note.
“However, we can’t rule out a full-blown, recession-inducing
‘trade war’,” it said.
The dispute has roiled financial markets including stocks, currencies and the global trade of commodities from soybeans to
coal in recent weeks.
Chinese shares, battered in the run-up to the tariff deadline,
reversed earlier losses to close higher, but the yuan remained
weaker against the dollar. Asian equities wobbled but also managed to end up.
PRICE WATCH
Importers of American retail goods hit by higher Chinese duties
were reluctant to pass the costs on to consumers for now.
An analysis of over four dozen targeted U.S products showed
that prices were little changed on Friday afternoon from earlier
in the week. The products, all sold on Chinese e-commerce platforms, ranged from pet food to mixed nuts and whiskey.
Ford Motor Co said on Thursday that for now, it will not hike
prices of imported Ford and higher-margin luxury Lincoln models in China.

Bottles of red wine imported from the U.S. are seen at a office of Alexander Wine in Shanghai

Some Chinese ports had delayed clearing goods from
the United States, four sources said on Friday. There
did not appear to be any direct instructions to hold up
cargoes, but some customs departments were waiting
for official guidance on imposing added tariffs, the
sources said.
While Chinese state media have slammed Trump’s
trade policies and on Friday likened his administration
to a “gang of hoodlums,” the simmering conflict has
gained little traction on China’s tightly controlled social
media, not cracking the 50 top-searched topics on the
Twitter-like Weibo platform.
‘GANG OF HOODLUMS’
China’s commerce ministry called the U.S. actions “a
violation of world trade rules” and said that it had “initiated the largest-scale trade war in economic history.” A cook prepares to make the lunch of lobsters imported
Trump has railed against Beijing for intellectual proper- from Boston, U.S. at the kitchen of a sea food restaurant
ty theft and barriers to entry for U.S. businesses and a in Beijing
$375 billion U.S. trade deficit with China.
“You have another 16 (billion dollars) in two weeks,
and then, as you know, we have $200 billion in abeyance and then after the $200 billion, we have $300
billion in abeyance. Ok? So we have 50 plus 200 plus
FILE PHOalmost 300,” Trump told reporters aboard Air Force
TO: A bushel
One on Thursday.
of soybeans
Throughout the escalating conflict, China has sought
are shown
to take the high road, positioning itself as a champion
on display in
of free trade, but state media ramped-up criticism of
the Monsanto
Trump on Friday.
research facil“In effect, the Trump administration is behaving like a
ity in Creve
gang of hoodlums with its shakedown of other counCoeur
tries, particularly China,” the state-run China Daily
newspaper said in an English language editorial on
Friday.
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The fallout in commodities from the U.S.-China
Trade war: what’s at stake
BEIJING (Reuters) - Washington imposed
tariffs on $34 billion of Chinese imports on
Friday and Beijing has said it will retaliate
with punitive measures on U.S. products
worth a similar amount, including soybeans,
pork and cotton.
The Chinese government had not officially
confirmed on Friday afternoon that the retaliatory tariffs had taken effect.
But the tit-for-tat measures have escalated
the trade dispute between the world’s two
largest economies and the world’s commodities markets are increasingly embroiled in
the bust-up.
The higher U.S. tariffs went into effect just
after noon in Beijing (0401 GMT).
The U.S. and China have also issued a second
batch of proposed duties on $16 billion of
each other’s goods. These would hit U.S.
energy exports, such as coal and crude oil,
among other areas. It is unclear when these
will come into effect.
Below is a detailed breakdown of the markets
affected by the tariffs imposed and proposed:
For graphic on China’s soybean importsfrom
U.S., Brazil and rest of world click reut.rs/2KPU1tHaround a home in Florence, Alabama
October 23, 2015. F REUTERS/Brian Snyder/File Photo
FOOD:
* Beijing’s tariffs will have the biggest impact
on soybeans, the United States’ top agricultural export to China in 2017 worth about
$12.7 billion, hurting U.S. farmers in states,
such as Iowa and Texas, which backed
Republican President Donald Trump in the
2016 election.
Buying interest in U.S. beans from China,
the world’s top importer of the oilseed, has
slowed to a trickle ahead of the tariffs, with
one remaining U.S. cargo heading for China
still on the water.

* A record volume of U.S. crude oil is heading to China even as Beijing’s planned tariffs
threaten to cut off a relatively new and burgeoning business for U.S. exporters.
Nine vessels with 26.6 million barrels of crude
oil loaded in Texas and Alaska and worth
about $2 billion are due to land over the next
five weeks, Thomson Reuters trade flow data
shows.
That equates to 700,000 barrels per day, 8
percent of China’s daily imports and a large
volume for the United States, a newcomer to
the Chinese market.
If enacted, the import duty would make U.S.
oil less competitive than other crudes, likely
causing a decline in Chinese purchases and
forcing U.S. oil firms to find other buyers.
For graphic on U.S. crude oil exports to China
click reut.rs/2NtnA63
Amid a relatively well-supplied global oil market, energy consultancy Wood Mackenzie said
the United States “would find it hard to find
an alternative market that is as big as China,”
as Chinese buyers make up 20 percent of U.S.
overseas crude sales.
China would likely replace the lost U.S. barrels
from their top sellers Russia or Saudi Arabia,
which have recently announced plans to raise
output.
Among other energy products, China noticeably spared U.S. liquefied natural gas (LNG)
exports from potential import tariffs, but in
doing so, it has preserved a potential weapon
should the trade war with Washington deepen.
However, coal could be caught in the crossfire
if the second batch of duties are introduced.
Replacing American shipments with coal
from other places would not be difficult for
China, but a loss of business with the world’s
top importer of the fuel would hurt companies
in West Virginia, a state that heavily favored
Trump in the 2016 presidential election.

FILE PHOTO: Thousands of juvenile salmon are dispatched into a holding tank in the Sacramento River in Rio Vista

FILE PHOTO: Cotton grows in a field around a home in Florence, Alabama
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FILE PHOTO: Soybeans are seen in a field waiting to be harvested in Minooka, Illinois

FILE PHOTO: Chinese and U.S. flags are set up for a meeting during a visit by U.S. Secretary of Transportation Elaine Chao at China’s Ministry of Transport in Beijing

FILE PHOTO: Crane department supervisor Chad Swan, stands on the upper catwalk of a shipto-shore crane at Wando Welch Terminal operated by the South Carolina Ports Authority in Mount
Pleasant

FILE PHOTO: A customer closes a box of lobsters that are imported from the U.S. at a seafood retailer at a fish market in Beijing

FILE PHOTO: Worker works on an LNG tanker at a port of the CNOOC in Tianjin
FILE PHOTO: Woman lays out corn to dry in the sun after harvest in Liaocheng

FILE PHOTO: The new Ford Focus is displayed during
A worker unloads logs at the Murray Brothers Lumber Company a media preview of the Auto China 2018 motor show in
in Madawaska
Beijing

Shipping containers sit at the ports of Los Angeles and Long Beach
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COMMUNITY
In 2009, the
FDA ordered
Zicam to stop
marketing
three products
that contained
zinc gluconate
after more than
100 users reported losing their sense of
smell.
WASHINGTON — U.S. health officials plan to
crack down on a growing number of unproven alternative remedies, focusing on products containing dangerous ingredients that have occasionally
been linked to serious injury and death.
The Food and Drug Administration on Monday
issued a new proposal for regulating homeopathic medicines that have long been on the fringe of
mainstream medicine. The agency plans to target
products that pose the biggest safety risks, including those marketed for children or for serious diseases.
But under the government’s framework, the vast
majority of low-risk products would remain on the
market.
Long regarded by scientists as a form of modern-day snake oil, homeopathic products are
treated as drugs under law, but not supported by
modern science. Most remedies contain heavily
diluted drugs, vitamins, and minerals. Popular
homeopathic brands include Zicam Allergy Relief
and Cold-Eeze.
“We respect that some individuals want to use alternative treatments, but the FDA has a responsibility to protect the public from products that may
not deliver any benefit and have the potential to
cause harm,” FDA Commissioner Dr. Scott Gottlieb said in a statement.
Homeopathic products are similar to dietary supplements, in that the FDA does not review their
safety or effectiveness before they are sold. But
unlike supplements, homeopathic medicines can
state that they are intended for specific medical
symptoms and conditions, similar to drugs.
A handful of products in recent years have been
subject to major safety problems, usually involving potentially toxic ingredients.
Last year, the FDA
warned
consumers
about the risks of teething tablets marketed by
Hyland’s Homeopathic
after they were tied to
seizures and deaths in infants and children. FDA
testing later confirmed
the products contained
high levels of belladonna, also called nightshade,
a poisonous herb that has long been used at low
dosages in homeopathic medicine. The products
were recalled in April.
In 2009, the FDA ordered Zicam to stop marketing
three products that contained zinc gluconate after
more than 100 users reported losing their sense of
smell.
The FDA said its proposal also targets products
that claim to treat serious diseases like cancer, or
are administered via unconventional routes such as
ear drops. The agency will take comments on its
proposal for 90 days before beginning to finalize
the plan.
Consumer advocates said the FDA plan makes
sense for products that are mostly harmless, but
can be dangerous if manufacturers stray from traditional ingredients, dosing and manufacturing.
“I think the rules do a good job of going after the
things that are most problematic,” said Dr. Adriane
Fugh-Berman, an associate professor at George-

FDA Officials To Target High-Risk Alternative Remedies
Compiled And Edited By John T. Robbins, Southern Daily Editor
town University Medical Center.
The FDA hasn’t updated its regulations for homeopathic medicine since 1988, when it essentially
exempted the industry from basic production standards that are mandatory for traditional drugs, like
listing ingredients on product labels.
Since then the onceniche market has grown
into a $3 billion industry, according to FDA
figures.
Hundreds of homeopathic remedies today are
sold alongside over-thecounter drugs like Tylenol and aspirin at pharmacies across the U.S. The National Institutes of
Health has said there’s little evidence that homeopathic medicine is effective for treating any specific condition. (Courtesy https://www.statnews.com)
Related

Homeopathic Remedies Harmed
Hundreds Of Babies, Families Say,
As FDA Investigated For Years
Blaine Talbott,
now 3, began
twitching in
his limbs after
taking homeopathic teething
products. A neurologist later suggested
he may have responded poorly to the
tablets.
WASHINGTON — Case 7682299: Aug. 1, 2010.
A mother gives her toddler three homeopathic pills
to relieve her teething pain. Within minutes, the
baby stops breathing.
“My daughter had a seizure, lost consciousness,
and stopped breathing about 30 minutes after I
gave her three Hyland’s Teething Tablets,” the
mother later told the Food and Drug Administration. “She had to receive mouth-to-mouth CPR to
resume breathing and was brought to the hospital.”
The company, Hyland’s, promotes “safe, effective,
and natural health solutions” that appeal to parents
seeking alternative treatments. But the agency
would soon hear much more about Hyland’s teething products. Staff at the FDA would come to consider Case 7682299 one of the luckier outcomes.
A review of FDA records
obtained by STAT under
the Freedom of Information Act paint a far grimmer picture: Babies who
were given Hyland’s
teething products turned
blue and died. Babies
had repeated seizures.
Babies became delirious.
Babies were airlifted to
the hospital, where emergency room staff tried to
figure out what had caused their legs and arms to
start twitching.
Over a 10-year period, from 2006 and 2016, the
FDA collected reports of “adverse events” in more
than 370 children who had used Hyland’s homeopathic teething tablets or gel, a similar product
that is applied directly to a baby’s gums. Agency
records show eight cases in which babies were reported to have died after taking Hyland’s products,
though the FDA says the question of whether those
products caused the deaths is still under review.

(The agency is also investigating two other deaths
tied to teething remedies but declined to confirm
the manufacturer of the products or provide the
case reports.)
Following an FDA warning in September,
Hyland’s said that it would no longer manufacture
the teething products. But they remained on some
store shelves for months, and are still available on
the Internet. They likely continue to be used in
homes nationwide.
Hyland’s, a 114-year-old private company based in
Los Angeles, is the nation’s largest homeopathic
business. It insists its products are safe and says
the FDA has failed to show there is a scientific link
between them and infant seizures or other complications.
“That doesn’t mean that children don’t have a sensitivity to a product. There is a lot of sensitivity on
kids’ parts and we have to watch carefully,” said
a spokeswoman, Mary Borneman. “It’s not something that condemns the entire product line.”
Behind each
of the FDA
case numbers are angry and, in some cases, heartbroken parents. But
a STAT examination — and the first detailed look
at the case reports — also raises questions over the
response of regulators.
It took four years until the FDA pushed Hyland’s
to reformulate its remedies, in 2010. In the seven
years since then, there has been a steady stream of
reports of adverse events tied to Hyland’s homeopathic teething products.
“The FDA could bring the hammer down on
them,” said Sarah Sorscher, an attorney for the
nonprofit Public Citizen Health Research Group.
“But it doesn’t. At the point where you have infants being hospitalized and deaths reported, it’s
simply not acceptable for the agency to delay in
taking action.”
An FDA spokeswoman defended the agency’s
handling of the matter.
“It is important to note that while adverse event
reports give us some information about a product
and serious injuries or deaths related to use of a
particular product, they often indicate situations
that require additional analysis and do not constitute conclusive evidence of a problem with the
product,” the spokeswoman, Lyndsay Meyer, said
in a statement.
Despite the FDA’s difficulty in proving Hyland’s
products harmed children, some doctors had no
doubt.
In case 462749, dated Sept. 15, 2011, a physician
sent Hyland’s a handwritten note, stating his patient, a 5-month-old girl, was unresponsive for 45
minutes after taking its teething tablets.
“I am sure this was not
an allergic reaction,” he
wrote. “I would like you
to report it, find a contact at the FDA, so we
can start an investigation and pull this dangerous,
unregulated product form the shelves.”
One mother wrote the company to say her son’s
pupils dilated “like marbles with big black eyes.”
Another described seizures her daughter continued
to have after taking the tablets and told the company, “I hate hate hate u for this.”
An industry giant in a giant industry
Hyland’s and its parent company, Standard Homeopathy Co., are considered major players in the homeopathic market. CEO John P. Borneman comes
from a family that has been in the business for gen-

erations, and is president of the industry group that
publishes the Homeopathic Pharmacopeia, a compendium that serves as the bible of the industry.
Homeopathy has become a multibillion-dollar
industry. Its products are big sellers around the
world, and popular with adherents from Cher to
Prince Charles. The industry also has political
clout: It has been able to exempt itself from many
rules proposed by Congress and the FDA over the
years.
Unlike pharmaceutical company-produced drugs,
homeopathic products don’t have to prove that
they are effective at treating anything in particular
before going on the market. It is left to the FDA’s
drug division to determine whether they are unsafe
after they are on the market — a difficult task since
the adverse event reports are generally considered
to represent only a fraction of the actual incidents
and may lack sufficient information to allow for
thorough investigations.
“If I’m working in the
emergency room and I
have a family that comes
in with a seizing infant, I
may not have the wherewithal to get the history
of homeopathic use,” said Dr. Edward W. Boyer,
a toxicologist in Harvard Medical School’s emergency medicine department.
In some cases, parents assume that products described as natural remedies, as is the case with
Hyland’s tablets and gels, could not possibly result
in complications, and never mention their use to a
doctor. Without sufficient evidence of a problem,
the FDA lacks what it needs to use the enforcement
tools it does have.
‘Deadly nightshade’
In investigating Hyland’s teething products, the
FDA focused on an ingredient known as atropa
belladonna, an herb known colloquially as “deadly
nightshade.”
In diluted form, the substance is not expected to
pose any health risk. In 2010, however, FDA inspectors who examined Hyland’s facilities criticized the company for substandard manufacturing
practices and found inconsistent levels of atropa
belladonna in its products.
The agency issued a public warning, noting “reports of serious adverse events in children taking
this product that are consistent with belladonna
toxicity.”
It also noted that “infants are very susceptible to
the neurotoxicity of drugs” because of how the
body distributes and responds to drugs, and noted
that “absorption of belladonna from the skin and
mouth was fairly rapid. “
The company voluntarily took the products off
shelves and agreed to reformulate them, although
it insisted they were safe.
“We felt it was the right
thing to do so that parents didn’t have to be
concerned about the
product,” said Borneman, the spokeswoman.
But the number of serious adverse events tied by
the FDA to the products kept climbing. Some pediatricians and neurologists concluded the tablets
and gels were the cause. Many parents wrote to the
FDA, accusingly, asking why the pills were still
on the market.
In September 2016, the FDA announced that it
was investigating more adverse events reports and
recommended that consumers stop using Hyland’s

and other homeopathic teething products and dispose of any in their possession. Some stores, including Target and CVS, which sold Hyland’s and
other homeopathic teething products, pulled them
in response.
“Homeopathic medicine has a very large margin of
safety,” she said. “Our testing ensures there’s not
too much belladonna in any bottle” of tablets.
Several weeks ago, on Jan. 27, the FDA issued another warning, saying that laboratory analysis of
Hyland’s teething tablets found levels of belladonna “sometimes far exceeding the amount claimed
on the label.” The agency warned consumers not
to use the products and to seek medical care immediately if their child has seizures, difficulty breathing, lethargy, muscle weakness, or other problems
after using homeopathic teething products.
The FDA also said there was no evidence that they
actually worked.
Critics say the fact that homeopathic products
are generally highly diluted has kept them on the
FDA’s back burner.
“It’s low on their priority list,” said Dr. Aaron S.
Kesselheim, who co-authored a paper in the New
England Journal of Medicine last year on the subject. “FDA for a long time just kind of deferred
on homeopathic products because they are mostly
inert and so diluted. The harm comes from people
wasting their money, or diverting them from things
that do work.”
One problem the FDA has in doing so is a matter of
staffing: The agency has a medical officer review
each report from manufacturers, but it doesn’t
have someone who can routinely follows up with
the patient, the patient’s family, or physician for
missing records necessary to take a serious enforcement action.
Outraged by the standoff between FDA and
Hyland’s, Connecticut Democratic Rep. Rosa DeLauro introduced a bill last week called the Recall
Unsafe Drugs Act. The proposal would give the
FDA mandatory recall authority over homeopathic
products and drugs.
“Hyland’s refusal to recall its teething tablets, despite numerous health and safety warnings from
the FDA, is downright shameful,” DeLauro said,
adding that the company “is choosing instead to
prioritize the company’s profits and reputation before the safety of our children.”
“As it stands the FDA would have to go through an
arduous legal process to take action against manufacturers such as Hyland’s. “This is unacceptable
and threatens the health and safety of American
families. ’’

For the parents of Case 10723317, any action
would come too late. A mother reported that on
July 9, 2014, her 9-month-old daughter died after
being given two teething tablets, crushed, for the
first time. She gave her infant the tablets, then a
bottle, and then left her to sleep. When she checked
on her 45 minutes later, she was dead in her crib,
beside a puddle of vomit.
Five months later, after reading online reports suggesting babies may experience seizures after taking belladonna, she contacted Hyland’s.
“Customer did not request a refund or replacement,” noted the Hyland’s staffer who filed the
report with the FDA. Hyland’s also noted that it
was not able to test the bottle, because the customer threw it away.
“Due to the limited information provided by the
reporter no further investigation is possible at this
time of this incident,” the company concluded.
(Courtesy http://www.foxnews.com/health)
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Canadians have taken to practicing pocketbook diplomacy in defense of Prime Minister Justin Trudeau, who is caught in a trade
war of words with President Trump, by
boycotting American goods and canceling
vacations to the United States, according to
a report.
Shoppers are shunning Kentucky bourbon, California wine and Florida oranges,
and avoiding American companies like
Starbucks, Walmart and McDonald’s, Canadian network CTV News reported on
Wednesday.
Canadians are spreading the word as outrage over Trump’s trade tariffs grows.
An Ottawa man posted a “Trump-free grocery cart” full of products from Canada or
from “countries with strong leadership.”
Vacationers said they would be staying up
north this summer instead of booking trips
to the US.
“We just booked a $3,000 vacation to beautiful British Columbia. Happy anniversary to us. #Canadastrong #BuyCanadian
#F***Tariffs,” tweeted Supreme Leader
Lyna.
And one Twitter user called on “Patriotic
Americans” to schedule vacations in Canada and increase their purchases of Canadian goods.
Trudeau acknowledged the support of individual Canadians during an event at Parliament earlier this week.
“There’s a bit of a patriotic boost going on
these past few days,” he said.
Trump and Trudeau are locked in a tiff over
tariffs after the president last week said he
would impose penalties on steel and aluminum imports.
The squabble escalated over the weekend
at the G7 meeting of economic powers in
Quebec when Trudeau said in a news conference that Canada would not be “pushed
around” by the US and called the tariffs
“insulting.”
Trump heard the remarks as he flew in Air
Force One to his summit in Singapore with
North Korea’s Kim Jong Un and withdrew
from a statement issued by the G7 on trade.

Unhappy Over Trump’s Attacks On Trudeau

Canadians Boycott U.S. Products And
Cancelling Vacations To America
Compiled And Edited By John T. Robbins, Southern Daily Editor

President Trump and Canadian Prime Minister Justin Trudeau
With President Trump initiating a trade
war with Canada and launching verbal attacks on Canadian Prime Minister Justin
Trudeau, Canadian citizens are boycotting
U.S. products and trips to the States, reports CTV News.
What Canadians are doing: Canadians have taken to social media with the
hashtags #BuyCanadian, #BoycottUSProducts, and #BoycottUSA and are offering tips on how to do their part to defend
their country against the Trump administration’s actions. The United States exported
$207 billion worth of goods to Canada in
2016, per an MIT visualization.
While one Ottawa man proudly tweeted a
photo (below) promoting his “Trump-free”
grocery cart, others are also “refusing to
buy Kentucky bourbon, California wine
and Florida oranges, and ignoring major
U.S. brands such as Starbucks, Walmart,
and McDonald’s,” per CTV.

Canada continues to mount, some Canadian customers are hoping to hit back against
our southern neighbours with their wallets.
This comes after U.S. President Donald
Trump slapped Canada with tariffs on steel
and aluminum last month, causing Canada
to retaliate with its own levies. And when
Prime Minister Justin Trudeaudefended Canada, saying our country “won’t be
pushed around,” Trump accused him of
being “meek and mild” and “dishonest and
weak.”

Related

Canadian Prime Minister Justin
Trudeau at a Press Conference.
(Photo/Getty Images)

nadian consumers and some are considering focusing their spending within Canada
to show solidarity, using the hashtag #BoycottUSProducts on Twitter.
“We’ve always had trade disputes with the
U.S., but combine this with the fact that
the U.S. president is largely unpopular in
Canada, and he is personally attacking the
prime minister … and Canadians take it as
an offence,” said Christo Aivalis, a postdoctoral fellow in the University of Toronto’s department of history.
Canadian are the biggest buyers of U.S.
goods in the world, so it may be difficult
to find made-at-home products in grocery
stores and malls, especially if it means paying a higher price.
However, if you are hoping to boycott U.S.
goods, here is a list of Canadian products to
try out (local fresh products are also in season, so take advantage of a farmer’s market
near you).

Vegan Products from Canada

As the trade dispute between the U.S. and

This seems to have struck a chord with Ca-

Condiments
In 2014, Heinz closed its plant in Ontario
and moved to the U.S. However, French’s
is a brand that uses Canadian ingredients
that you can get behind for your BBQs this
summer.

Maple Syrup
The big maple syrup brands such as Aunt
Jemima and Mrs. Buttersworth are American companies, but there are a lot of Canadian-made alternatives — just look for the
“made in Canada” label on the bottle.

Canadian Agriculture Products
Eighty per cent of the world’s maple syrup
is produced in Canada, with over 10,000
maple farms and more than 44 million maple taps, according to Statistics Canada.

Orange Juice
Coffee
Some of the largest coffee names are made
in the U.S., such as Maxwell
House, Folgers and Starbucks.
Second Cup is a Canadian retailer
with cafes across the country. The
company does not grow its own
coffee beans, but you would still
be supporting a Canadian coffee
retailer.
Other brands, such as Kicking
Horse coffee, are made-in-Canada options that also practice fairtrade.

Alcohol

Boycotting U.S. products? Here’s
how to buy Canadian during a trade
war

both are Canadian-made whiskies.
And then you have the Canadian beer companies to choose from (albeit only brewed
here), such as Molson Canadian, Labatt
Blue and Alexander Keiths (not to mention
all the local craft beers across the country).
If you’re a wine drinker, then you’re also
in luck, as many liquor stores are stocked
with provincial products from wineries in
Ontario, British Columbia, Nova Scotia
and Quebec (to name a few).

You can ditch the American-made
whiskey, such as Jack Daniels and Jim
Bean, for some Canadian quality liquor.
Crown Royal and J.P. Wiser’s Deluxe are

Minute Maid orange juice (although owned
by American company Coca-Cola) is made
in Peterborough, Ont., so you’re helping
out Canadian market when purchasing it.

Toilet paper
Charmin, Scott and Cottonelle are the big
U.S. brands for toilet paper products, but
there are Canadian options.
One is Cascades, a Quebec-based tissue
paper manufacturer, which operates several plants within the province and Ontario.
Kruger Products is another option, as the
company makesCashmore and Purex bathroom tissue lines in B.C., Ontario, and
Quebec.

Yogurt
Liberté is also produced in Quebec, and has
an added bonus by using local dairy.

